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Perfectly sorted for the working day 

 

TANOS expands the Systainer³ range with new sorting and storage 

solutions for workshops, vehicles and construction sites 

 

With the Systainer³ Combi and Sortainer models, TANOS presents two smart 

new developments for the sorting and storage sector. The Systainer³ Combi - 

a perfect combination of systainer® and integrated drawer - and the 

sophisticated Systainer³ Sortainer drawer system serve as flexible storage 

solutions for construction sites and workshops, just like the popular 

predecessor models in the T-LOC range. Together with the design transfer to 

the third systainer® generation, manufacturer TANOS is now adding 

numerous clever extras to its new products: In addition to the intuitive 

systainer® interfaces, pull-out aids and all around optimised stability, the 

new vehicle mounting option stands out in particular. The new Systainer³ 

Combi and Sortainer models will be available from January 2024. 

 

Being well organised makes working life easier. The quality manufacturer TANOS 

also knows that this is particularly true for everyday life on construction sites, 

where tradespeople need to have dowels, drill bits, foam guns and multimeters at 

hand and within easy reach at all times. Its transport and mobility solutions from 

the Systainer³ range offer numerous features that make working in the workshop or 

on assembly sites more structured and easier. While all Systainer³ can be linked 

together and personalised plug-in cards can be added, the various system cases 

boast a number of additional highlights. The new Systainer³ Combi, for example, is 

equipped with a practical anti-theft device in the form of theft tags, which can be 

used to lock or even seal the model in no time at all. Both new additions, the 

Systainer³ Sortainer and the Systainer³ Combi, are also designed for secure 

storage in the vehicle. This is guaranteed as standard thanks to integration into 

bott's vario3 equipment. 

 

TANOS Product Manager Norbert Jehle emphasises: "A modern packaging and 

transport system like the systainer® must be as mobile as possible. With our new 

Systainer³ models Combi and Sortainer, we are now adding two flexible solutions 

to our vehicle-compatible system case portfolio that are fully tailored to sorting and 

storage requirements." 

 

For large and small items: the Systainer³ Combi 

The new Systainer³ Combi is the perfect combination of systainer® and integrated 

drawer. Available in sizes M 287 and M 337, the Systainer³ base offers plenty of 

space inside for a wide range of tools, from sensitive measuring and testing 

equipment to angle grinders and jigsaws. The combi case is completed by an 

integrated drawer equipped with two dividers, which proves to be a practical helper 

with well-organised storage space for small accessories and associated 

consumables of all kinds. Special insert boxes, which are also used in the 



 

Systainer³ Organizer, round off the professional sorting of small parts: Dimples on 

the base and lid hold the boxes in place and ensure that even the smallest parts 

stay in place. 

 

Mixing excluded: the Systainer³ Sortainer 

Linkable, stackable and available in two versions: Equipped with three drawers and 

numerous dividers, the Systainer³ Sortainer is the ideal case system for clearly 

organised storage of a wide variety of small parts. As a version with one small and 

one large drawer, the system is also ideal for storing and transporting larger items 

such as batteries and chargers. The layout can be customised as required: all 

drawers can be divided individually, ensuring optimum flexibility in use - whether 

for the professional laying of water pipes, the electrical wiring of heating systems or 

intricate work in the woodworking sector. 

 

As usual, the new systems from TANOS for sorting and storage requirements are 

compatible with all members of the systainer® product family and can be 

individually configured. This applies to the selection of possible inserts and inlays 

as well as to the colour design and brand personalisation of the individual case 

components. 

 

The new Systainer³ Combi and Systainer³ Sortainer from TANOS will be available 

from January 2024. 

 

 

 

 

Image request  

Image material can be found in our media portal https://press-n-relations.amid-

pr.com (search terms „Combi“, „Sortainer“).  
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TANOS GmbH 

TANOS GmbH was founded in 1993 as a subsidiary of TTS Tooltechnic Systems 

AG & Co. KG. TANOS develops and markets multifunctional organization, 

presentation and transport systems and is the supplier of the patented, stackable 

and linkable case system systainer® and associated supplementary products. 
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